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EXECUTIVE INSIGHTS

Mental&Health
Substance Use
Experts discuss what employers need to know
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS CAUSED HUGE SPIKES IN ANXIETY AND PUT SIGNIFICANT PRESSURES ON THE WORKFORCE. SO HOW CAN
COMPANIES HELP THEIR EMPLOYEES COPE AND CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE WORKERS FEEL COMFORTABLE DISCUSSING
MENTAL HEALTH? WE GATHERED THREE TOP PROFESSIONALS TO GET THEIR INSIGHTS INTO THIS IMPORTANT ISSUE.
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ABBY
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Ramona Johnson is an advance practice psychiatric nurse with 45 years’ experience in a variety
of mental health settings. She received her BSN from Spalding College and her MSN from the
University of Kentucky. After developing several innovative programs in the Louisville mental
health community, she joined the staff of Bridgehaven in 1998 as the Clinical Director. In 2002,
she was selected as the CEO after a national search. Under her leadership, Bridgehaven has grown
and achieved national recognition for its mental health recovery services. She has received many
awards including Health Care Hero and CNPE Art of Excellence in Leadership. She is a passionate
advocate for those who live with mental illness and considers her career as her ministry.
Priscilla McIntosh is a native of Shelbyville, Kentucky, and a graduate of Indiana Wesleyan University with a BS in Accounting. She is a wife and mother of two daughters. In February of 2010,
Priscilla joined The Morton Center as its first official CFO, and in May of 2012 began her tenure as
chief executive officer. Priscilla is a graduate of Ignite Leadership Louisville, a 2015 Forty Under
40 alum, 2016 Partners in Health Care alum, and 2018 Healthcare Hero. She shares her passion
for helping families triumph over addiction daily.

Abbreial “Abby” Drane is president and CEO of Seven Counties Services / Bellewood & Brooklawn.
She holds a CPA license in Kentucky and earned her MBA at Western Kentucky University.
Additionally, Abby is consecrated as a Diaconal minister in the United Church of Christ; a servant
leader. Abby is an experienced leader in the behavioral health industry with more than 28 years
as CFO and CEO at two of Kentucky’s largest community mental health centers and largest child
psychiatric residential program – Seven Counties Services, Communicare, and Bellewood
& Brooklawn. She has dedicated her professional career to serving children and families in crisis
across Kentucky.
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	MODERATOR: How has the COVID-19
pandemic changed things in the
mental health world and how do you
see things continuing to evolve?
JOHNSON: COVID-19 has made a tremendous impact on not just the mental health
world, but on the mental health of individuals and so many people. People who have
never experienced, or at least not knowingly experienced, serious anxiety, fear or
depression, have found themselves isolated because of the pandemic, unable to
continue their normal routines. They aren’t
around the people that they’re accustomed
to being around. They are having to do their
work in a different setting, most times from
home without the kind of structure that
they’re used to. It’s been very, very difficult
for many people to cope with what the pandemic has required us to do in order to keep
as many people as possible safe. It’s had a
tremendous negative impact on the mental health of many people in the country.
And it’s also changed the way we provide
mental health services, and it’s done that
quickly. We had to pivot very quickly from
a world of person-to-person, one-on-one,
face-to-face, or group services in a mental
health setting or a substance abuse setting,
to providing services virtually, and in many
cases, using telehealth platforms that some
of us may or may not have had in place. We
moved to that very quickly, and then found
that the people that we serve don’t have
access to technology, either because they
don’t have access to Internet or they don’t
have computers or smartphones. It’s been
a game-changer in many ways, and it’s a
real challenge to find creative ways to get
the services to the people that we know are
in need.
DRANE: As I look at our providers, I know
that they’ve had to find ways to engage
clients virtually, and that’s challenging
and stressful at the same time. It’s harder
to maintain those contacts with those clients, especially those who are experiencing homelessness, a mental illness, and
they’re isolated. We’ve also managed the
crisis calls here in our area on a 24/7 basis.
And we’ve seen an increase in calls about
overdoses on opioids, and that directly impacts our staff. Because of that increase,
there’s really just no down time. As far as
COVID itself, our staff are concerned about
coming back to work and the exposure to
them coming back into the offices because
they’ve been on virtual platforms since
the pandemic began. We’re taking lots of
precautions, but they’re still afraid. One
of the most important things is our young
people, though. We’ve found that it has
had a great negative impact on their mental health. We see that 62 percent of them
say they’re worried or stressed due to the
COVID pandemic, and that more than 50
percent of them say it’s just strictly related
to the COVID pandemic. They have trouble
sleeping, sleeping too much or not enough,
headaches, stomachaches, and increased
alcohol abuse. So really those young people
are who we need to keep our eyes on.
McINTOSH: We’ve definitely seen a huge
call out for help and support for individuals reaching out for the very first time,
but we’ve also seen a lot of people who
have been in recovery for a long time who
are finding themselves in scenarios where
they aren’t able to get that connection
that they would have had before COVID
when it comes to being able to have support through meetings. They are concerned
about relapse. Unfortunately, some have
relapsed. But we’re definitely finding that
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for individuals who are coming through and
asking for help and support, about 86 percent of those individuals would be considered dual diagnosis where not only is there
the substance use, but also depression and
anxiety. And we’ve seen a lot of teenagers
who are also starting to experiment, a lot
of times because of loneliness, and because
a lot of kids are still having to do school online they’re not with their friends and being
able to socialize. We’re definitely seeing an
increase in not only parents asking for help
about how to support their teenagers and
their even young adult children, but just
being able to also help the teenagers and
the young adults before they do find themselves in a scenario where they have abuse
with substance use.
	MODERATOR: What have you learned
from COVID that will help you
address mental health in the future?
JOHNSON: We learned that even though
we could pivot to virtual, our population did
not have the resources to do that. While we
need and want to continue providing virtual

what we already knew, and that was how
important for a population of people with
severe and persistent mental illness, it is for
them to have the support of the staff who
work with them, of the peer specialists that
they are accustomed to being around, and
the other members that they’re with on a
regular basis. Priscilla talked about relapses with substance abuse, and we do know
that some of our members really struggled
without the structure of being able to be in
the program. Some of them went back in
the hospital for psychiatric treatment and
we know that when they are able to come
to Bridgehaven, that doesn’t happen. They
stay out of the hospital. It reinforced for us
that what we’re doing is very, very important for people. And it also helped us to understand that our folks are at a much larger
disadvantage in a high-tech world than we
ever thought.
McINTOSH: For us, we’re still living in the
virtual world and its allowed us to be able
to help even more with being able to stretch
even outside of the Louisville area, especially places without family services. It’s being
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on substance use, is the fact that it was virtual. So for those reasons and knowing that
we can expand even more, COVID and the
pandemic has taught us the importance
of being able to access and have available
those virtual components.
DRANE: We’re a large organization. We
have approximately 1,600 employees and
1,000 of them are direct-care providers
working out here in the seven-county region. We were ready and able to move to a
virtual world with our staff last year. They
pivoted within two weeks to a home-based
situation where they were delivering services, and then when we were able to connect with the clients we were already seeing. Our staff were able to support them
and teach them the technology and get it
into their hands. I feel very fortunate about
that ability to move fast. Now we’re at a
place where we’re assessing the costs-benefits of a virtual world versus office-based
solution. We want to make sure that it’s
what our clients want - the right service,
at the right time, with the right provider in
the community. Some folks want to receive
their services in a virtual way, and others
want to come into an office. For our clients that do not have technology and are
out in the community, possibly homeless
or without access to technology, we still go
to them and provide those services. With so
many providers, and so many services that
we provide, we want to be able to provide
it in a way that the client wants to receive
it, and then make our staff happy, We’re
now assessing the savings that could possibly come as far as the office space that we
are located in right now. What do we need
for the future? How does that office space
change?
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tivity every year. They can’t talk about why
they’re not working because it’s a mental
health issue, not a physical health issue.
It’s acceptable to say, “I broke my ankle.
I’m non-weight-bearing for 10 weeks. I’m
going to have to work from home.” There’s
no stigma associated with that. But for
somebody to call and say, “I’m experiencing an episode of severe depression and my
psychiatrist is working with me on medication adjustments. I need to be off six weeks
while that takes place,” is a very different
conversation. People are still uncomfortable saying that because employers haven’t
made the work setting a place where it is
acceptable for people to bring up mental
health issues. Employers need to recognize
that we have a responsibility to create a
safe environment so that people aren’t silenced by stigma. Employers need to offer
employee assistance programs and talk
about mental health in the workplace, in
order to start breaking down that stigma,
and helping people recognize that it’s OK,
in fact, it’s encouraged for people to talk
about mental health issues and get the
help they need so that they can return to
being productive. People want to be productive. We all want to contribute.
McINTOSH: I think making sure that all
employees are aware that the Employee
Assistance Program is an option and keeping that front of mind. It’s important to
consistently remind employees that that
is an option for them, and also being able
to consistently have open conversations,
just checking in with your employees,
whether it’s the supervisors doing that, or
even someone else that can provide some
help and support to them, such as the EAP
service.

	MODERATOR: How can employers
create these safe environments?
What sort of tools do they need to
put in their toolkit to make sure that
their employees feel supported?

DRANE: First and foremost, I want to talk
about the stigma-free company welcome
kit that the National Alliance of Mental
Illness provides. They will come into your
company and provide this training on
producing a stigma-free workplace
for any company.
What are the warning signs? How do
we treat each other? How do we have
supports in there for
all of our employJOHNSON:
The
ees? And it’s right,
NAMI stigma-free
that EAP program, is
workplace that Abby
a great benefit on a
was talking about is
RAMONA JOHNSON
health plan, and also
such a comprehenadequate health insive program, and
surance that would
it’s well thought out.
cover
behavioral
They worked very
health services, because sometimes those hard on putting this together at the nationaren’t covered adequately, or there could al level, and then at dispersing it throughbe an additional cost. Provide accommoda- out their local chapters. They have chapters
tions for your employees when they’re go- in most cities across the country. They parting through a mental health condition, or a ner with your company to help the leaders
family member is going through a mental in the organization and the staff determine
health condition. Make those policies and what are the best approaches for that comprocedures, get them out there in front of pany to help them become a stigma-free
all the managers, supervisors, leaders, and workplace. That is really their goal: to creemployees, so they know that there’s no ate a workplace that is stigma-free. Where
harm in coming and asking for that time. people do not have to hesitate to let their
Access to quality care is also important, so supervisor know that they or someone in
if they happen to live in a part of town that their family, is having a mental health issue,
they’re not accessed, try to help them find a substance-abuse issue, and they need

“So many people
don’t get the help
that they need,
and stigma is a big
reason they don’t.”

	MODERATOR: Why is it important
for employers to focus on supporting
mental health of their employees
right now?
DRANE: I’ve been in this business for 30
years. We’ve always faced this stigma of
behavioral health services, but it’s almost
like the chicken and the egg; what came
first? I can tell you that we’ve known for
many years that if there is a person with a
mental health condition, say they become
very anxious for whatever reason, if they’re
anxious, they might sleep for long periods
of time or not sleep enough. And then they
overeat or undereat. And we know that the
immune system can be compromised in
those situations and lead to a physical illness, and in dire and extreme cases, it can
be ulcers, long-term gastro issues. It can
lead to cardiac issues. So when we think
about just what you might think is anxiety
or depression and the physical health issues that stem from that, it’s very important that employers pay attention to overall
wellness.
services we must try to find ways to make
available to the people that we serve the
kind of access to technology that they need
in order to get their healthcare needs taken
care of. I think we’re going to see more and
more continuation of telehealth, whether
it’s mental health, or whether it’s medical
appointments, and that puts them at a
disadvantage, because they don’t have the
technology. We’re really trying to find ways
to advocate and find funding, to find ways
to supply our members with the technology and the Wi-Fi access that they need to
be able to function in a world that’s going
to remain more virtual for quite some time.
In the meantime, it just brought home to us

able to support individuals in Florida, in
Ohio, in Indiana, throughout other states.
So that has been wonderful for us to be
able to have more of an outreach in some of
our services. There are still, of course, scenarios where it is best to have that in-person experience, and so while we’ll continue
to offer the telehealth, we are looking forward to hopefully very soon being able to
do some in-person for individuals who may
or may not be comfortable doing some of
these things online. With that being said,
we have a lot of people who have said the
only reason that they felt comfortable
enough to be able to reach out and ask for
help, because of the stigma that is placed

JOHNSON: One of my favorite sayings is
that there really is no health without mental health, and we’ve ignored mental health
far too long. Mental health affects physical
health. Mental health is one of the leading causes of disability across the United
States. And for employers who don’t recognize that fact, they may not realize that
they are losing work time from employees
who are unable to come to work, because
as Abby said, they’re not sleeping well,
or they oversleep. They sleep too much.
They’re too anxious to come to work, or
too depressed to get out of bed. They miss
work, which makes it more difficult for their
fellow employees, and it results in billions
of dollars across the country in lost produc-

that access or get them to a place that there
is access. Always show your employees
that you support them and be open to conversations about anything and everything
related to their health care. Provide training
to your managers so that they know what
the policies and procedures are. Make it a
focus that you work with those supervisors
on those things that provide support for
behavioral health or addictions issues. And
again, decrease that
stigma in the workplace by contacting NAMI and getting them in there
to your workplace
where they can work
with your employees
and train them.

Experts in Substance Use Disorder
• Outpatient Services
• Counseling
• Treatment
• Family Support
• Education
• Telehealth Sessions
themortoncenter.org
502-451-1221
The Morton Center
1028 Barret Avenue
Louisville, KY 40204
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help with getting access to care. They may
need time off, and they may need some special accommodation for that. In a situation
where they’re not working from home, they
may need to be able to work from home.
There are so many ways to support people
as they go through mental health crises in
their life. And it’s something that we want
to think is not common, but it’s very common. One in four to one in five people will
experience a mental-health issue in their
lifetime. So many people don’t get the help
that they need, and stigma is a big reason
that they don’t. If employers were to move
in this direction and help create stigma-free
workplaces, create cultures that are open
and accepting, and encourage people to get
the help they need, I think that would go a
long way toward helping to reduce stigma
across the county. Employers and employers’ insurance programs have a tremendous
impact on the health and mental health of
people in this country.
	MODERATOR: What are the things an
employer should be looking for if
they’re concerned about a substance
use problem with an employee?
McINTOSH: The move to work from home
certainly has made it more difficult to be
able notice or to see that someone may be
struggling with substance use. But overall,
whether it’s in-person or on the virtual side,
especially for an employer, if somebody
starts to miss a lot of work. It may be someone’s productivity has been down quite a
bit. It’s important to be able to check in and
see how they’re doing, and be able to have
those weekly check-ins or every other week.
I think being able to start that dialogue of,
“How are you doing? What’s going on?” and
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being able to have conversations sometimes can really just allow for the employee to feel comfortable enough to mention
whether they’re maybe drinking a little bit
too much. And that’s going to be a hard one
for an employee to start having a conversation about, but the more you can build that
trust and that check in with your employees, the better it will be. As we were talking
about the EAP, offering those other support systems that are out there. So for an
employee who may be finding themselves
drinking a little bit more than they were
before the pandemic, or also if they have a
loved one who’s struggling, allow for your
employees to know where to reach out to
get other resources so that they know that
there’s help that’s out there.
	MODERATOR: Sometimes the issue
might not be with the employee, it
might be with a loved one in the
household having an issue, and that
can impact life at work because
they’re having to deal with issues
in their household. If I’m concerned
about a loved-one’s substance use,
what can I do?
McINTOSH: One of the services that we are
able to offer, which is virtual, is called Concerned Persons. Anyone can go online. It’s
linked through Zoom, and they are led by a
licensed marriage and family therapist who
helps provide education on substance use
and also how to be able to set up boundaries. They can talk about things like how
to not be co-dependent, and how to start
your own healing , but also hopefully being
able to get your loved one into treatment
and being able to get them the support that
they need also. This is really a great resource

whether you’re questioning someone’s use,
or if you feel strongly that they really do
have some substance use. Whether they
have made the step to get into treatment,
or they are not willing to get into treatment, this is a great
resource for you to
be able to get some
information
and
some education behind the disease.

supportive. Their family may be part of the
problem. Sometimes they’re being traumatized and retraumatized by the family
members that they’re living with. As part
of our assessment process, we determine
whether the people we serve are in
a safe living environment, and if the
people that they’re
living with are people that are going to
contribute to their
recovery and not
interfere with their
recovery. We have
different options for
dealing with that,
and one of the more
effective ones is
our comprehensive
community support
program. Staff are
MCINTOSH
able to go into the
community,
and
with permission, go
into the homes of our clients and observe
the living situation, work with them there,
work with their family members together,
or determine this is a completely unsafe situation, and what we need to do is help this
person find a way to get out and into a safe
place. We sometimes find that our members’ family is also struggling with the mental illness of their loved one, or they also
have their own emotional problems, or their
own substance abuse problems. In those
cases, we want to make sure that we learn
about that from the members, and that
we reach out to those family members and
offer them resources. Most likely, if a family member needs services, we’re going to

“The earlier you
can reach out and
ask for help, the
better it will be,
not only for yourself, but for your
loved ones and
the community.”

DRANE: We look
for the co-occurring
disorders of mental health and substance abuse. Especially with the Covid
crisis, a lot of the
children we serve
have been isolated along with their
parents and might
PRISCILLA
be in an unsafe
place. We’re looking
for those children to
talk with us. And then we want to engage
with that whole family, sometimes, if the
parents are not going to come forward first.
We want people to engage with their family members but wait until they’re sober to
do that. And come with a trauma-support
lens, which is something we talk about a lot
in the work that we do. Don’t cast blame,
but ask them where they’re coming from
and help them get into treatment in a loving and caring way.
JOHNSON: When we work with our members, our clients, we also need to understand their family situation. Their family
may be supportive. Their family may not be

refer them to a different organization. Unlike Seven Counties, we are very small and
it’s not always the best idea to have an individual and their family in treatment in the
same place for different reasons. We might
refer if it’s substance abuse, to a facility like
The Morton Center. We might refer them
to Seven Counties. We might refer them
to one of NAMI’s support group or NAMI’s family-to-family education programs,
which help family members understand
what might be happening with their loved
one who is ill so that they can be more effective in supporting that person. You can
feel so powerless and so helpless. The family watches this person struggle and suffer,
and wants to help, and want to make it
better, but don’t know what to do. People
may feel like they are alone with this problem. They don’t know that there are other people out there in the same situation.
Getting involved with a program like NAMI’s family-to-family education program
and the support groups can be tremendously beneficial.
	MODERATOR: At each of your
organizations, which of your services
do you really feel personally are the
most impactful?
McINTOSH: I would say definitely the family services, because with the family services
it’s providing education so that young individuals don’t find themselves in a scenario
where they are struggling with substance
use later on down the road. We have found
that if we can get a family member into
the family services, their loved one is three
times more likely to live in a life of recovery.
That family support is so important, provide
therapy for a child because they’re living in

How Can
You Promote
Mental Health
at Work?
Let us help you take
the first step
to recovery...
www.bridgehaven.org
502 585 9444

May is Mental Health Awareness Month! There has never
been a more important time than now to elevate the
conversation surrounding mental health in the workplace!
Your business can play a huge part in helping create a
culture of inclusion and support both internally and in
the community at large. Ending stigma starts right here,
right now!

Statistics show that 1 in 5 individuals are affected by a
mental health condition. To honor those in our community
we are offering 20% off our annual investment rate for
New Stigma-Free Partners during the month of May.
Those interested in learning more about how NAMI Louisville
can help support and educate their team can reach out to
Kelsey, NAMI’s Community Partnerships Manager directly at
kelsey.deyoung@namilouisville.org or call 502-689-9693.
NAMI Louisville is here to help support the
well-being of your workplace.

www.namilouisville.org
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a situation where there is substance use
inside of the home, breaking that generation cycle of substance use, and allowing
for the child to feel safe. And then also
just providing the education overall to the
community, because education is key when
it comes to not only the mental health,
but also substance use. The more we can
educate and know about the signs, but
know also how to prevent substance use ,
and why it’s not OK to start drinking when
you’re 14 or 16 years old and what responsible drinking looks like when you’re of age.
That family service really covers and allows
for us not only to help and educate the
community, and the families within it, but
also in breaking the cycle for the next generation and giving their loved ones a better
chance at staying in recovery.
DRANE: I think a lot of these services are
personal to me, but as the leader of the
Community Mental Health Center in this
region, I think one of our most important
services we provide is the crisis information
line. We answer calls 24/7, 365 days a year
on suicide, opioid overdoses, mental health
issues, any one of those things. The pandemic has increased that call volume 100
percent on the number of overdose calls
and suicides.
JOHNSON: There are two things that we
do at Bridgehaven that I think are particularly impactful in helping people reach
recovery. One of those is our peer-support
program. We have a very effective group of
peer-support specialists. These are people
with lived experience with mental illness.
They know what it’s like to live with a mental illness, to struggle with medication, to
live with stigma, to lose a job because of
mental illness, to have family estrangement because of mental illness, and they
are very much a part of our team. Nobody
can offer hope to someone living with a
mental illness like someone who has already traveled that road and come out on
the other side. Our peer specialists can
listen, can talk, can show by example, can
model. They can make connections with
our members in getting them to talk about
their experiences and how they’re feeling
that sometimes our clinicians, our professional staff, no matter how experienced
they are, just can’t do. Peer support is a totally different approach, and our members
often can relate to the peer specialists because they realize that this is someone that
knows what they’re feeling. The other one
is something that I’m extremely proud of.
We started with a small idea and it’s grown
into a huge health and wellness program.
It is our Bridges to Health clinic, where we
help people manage their medical illnesses
along with their mental illness. It’s an integrated model. Many people with severe
and persistent mental illness also have
chronic medical conditions. It’s very common. 50 to 60 percent of our members do.
They have diabetes. They have hypertension. They have heart disease. They have
lung disease because of the high rates of
smoking. They have poor nutritional habits,
and because some of the medications that
they need contribute to weight gain, medical conditions such as diabetes can develop. Statistically, people with severe mental
illness die 25 years sooner than the rest of
the population, which I find completely unacceptable. I realize I can’t change that for
the entire population of people with severe
mental illness, but I feel like it is imperative
that we do what we can to impact that at
Bridgehaven with the people that we serve.
This clinic has been in operation for over
10 years. It is staffed by an advanced prac-
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tice nurse and two peer support specialists
who are health advocates. We have groups
on health and wellness, healthy cooking
and eating, a group that grows vegetables
in our garden and learns how to prepare
those fresh fruits and vegetables. Many
of our members have no access to fresh
foods. They live in food deserts. The other component is physical exercise. We’ve
expanded the program to allow our members who want to participate to have a free
membership to the YMCA that they can use
whenever they choose. We hope they will
develop a habit of using the YMCA on their
own time, and most of them do. The clinic
has grown from a program with the nurse
monitoring blood sugar and blood pressure
and communicating with the primary care
physician, to a program that encompasses
total health and wellness, including mental
health. This is a highly impactful program
that we offer at Bridgehaven..
	MODERATOR: What is therapeutic
rehab and how does it help people
in recovery?
JOHNSON: Therapeutic rehab consists of
helping people identify the skills that they
need to be able to live in the community
and have a quality of life that is acceptable
to them. A very broad array of services can
be provided through therapeutic rehabilitation. Those services can be offered in a
group, and many times they are, but they
can also be offered individually. They can be

offered in the community or in the person’s
home by a community support specialist. It
is a matter of identifying what people need
to know and helping them learn those concepts and skills: whether it is how to manage money, how to prepare food so that
they can eat a healthy diet or helping them
find and maintain housing. Many times,
people can find housing, but they can’t
maintain it because they don’t have the
skills to keep the apartment or the house
clean and in a livable condition. People with
serious mental illness often need structure
and assistance with those basic life skills
that most of us take for granted. They may
also need help with social skills, the ability to communicate with other people, the
ability to express your feelings in an appropriate way to other people and to listen and
understand what other people are saying to
you to carry on a conversation, to be comfortable around people. So many people
with severe mental illness are isolated by
that illness. Their self-esteem may be very
poor. They don’t feel like they have anything
worthwhile to say. They often don’t feel like
they’re worthwhile people. The primary focus of therapeutic rehab is to help people

learn what they need to know about themselves, about others and about the community in order to be able to live their best life.
	MODERATOR: What new services
have you been rolling out over the
last year?
McINTOSH: In new services it was taking
everything virtual, including our intensive
outpatient program, which is a service that
allows for someone who is really struggling with substance use to be able to get
the intensity that is needed along with the
education and the therapy. And also as we
mentioned, the concerned persons service, which used to be something that was
in-person, and so now having that virtual
and being able to expand the reach that
we’re able to provide that service. That really goes to all of our services, being able
to help and support now that we are in this
virtual world. And being able to continue to
be able to provide that service even as we
are looking at being able to open in-person
services to do the face-to-face sessions as
well.
DRANE: We’ve added a very important
service to our offerings. It’s called Assisted
Outpatient Treatment. It’s a little controversial in this world, but it’s Kentucky’s program for individuals with a severe mental
illness who meet the criteria of Tim’s Law.
This was legislation that originally passed
by the Kentucky General Assembly in 2017

that they’ve updated in their recent session. It authorizes the state district courts
to order assisted outpatient treatment
for individuals who have been involuntarily hospitalized at least twice in the past
24 months and are unlikely to effectively
maintain outpatient treatment voluntarily.
These are high-risk clients, and it had an impact in our community in the last few years.
We have about five clients in that program
thus far. It’s very intense.
JOHNSON: While we were in the process
of providing virtual services, we were also
in the process of expanding our physical
space. We had purchased and had begun
renovating a new building. We moved
ahead with that construction despite the
pandemic. The contractors were able to
work on the building and have it completed, and we were able to use that space in
September, 2020. That has facilitated our
efforts to serve people on-site. We certainly
didn’t bring that building online because we
thought we were going to have a pandemic,
and we would need more space to separate
people and provide social distancing, but
it couldn’t have been completed at a bet-
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ter time. It’s a wonderful, state-of-the-art
building with flexible space, large space. As
more people are seeking mental health services because of the effect of the pandemic,
it’s going to allow us to serve more people.
The other new thing that we’ve done is
to offer a number of hybrid groups. People who are off-site can dial into a virtual
meeting and be in-group with other people
who are on-site, so they have the opportunity to be in a therapeutic group situation
with other people without having to leave
their homes. That’s something that is working out very well, and I have to say that our
peer-support specialists have really taken
the lead on that and made it work.
	MODERATOR: Is there anything that
we didn’t talk about yet today that
you think is important for Business
First readers to know and understand
about the state of mental health
and substance use.
DRANE: The most important point that
we need to get across is that behavioral
healthcare, substance use disorder care,
is not only for the most severely impacted
people in our community. It is for every one
of us, and that’s showing up in big ways
through the pandemic. And if we don’t get
a handle on it, the lower level of mental
health or addiction issues people may have
right now could turn into issues that impact their whole life.
McINTOSH: We’ve got to learn how to be
able to have conversations and provide
education about the fact that it’s OK to
need to ask for help, and if that help is in
a support group of friends, if it’s in a faithbased community, if it’s reaching out asking for help with a therapist, it’s OK to do
that, and you don’t have to wait until you’re
at a point where you’ve lost your job. You
don’t have to wait until you’re at a point
where you have possibly lost your family.
Let’s reach out before it even becomes a
scenario, because if you can reach out early
on and be able to accept the help, you don’t
have to get to that place. Let’s be able to
understand that it’s OK to reach out, and
the earlier you can reach out and ask for
help, the better it will be, not only for yourself, but also for your loved ones and the
community.
JOHNSON: I hope that one of the things
that we have learned from the pandemic
is that all of us have a need for emotional
support, and that mental health issues are
equal-opportunity health issues. They can
affect any of us at any point in time. Our
socio-economic status doesn’t protect us.
Our educational level doesn’t protect us.
Our family situation doesn’t protect us.
Mental health issues can become a problem
for anyone, and like Priscilla and Abby both
said, the need is to reach out as soon as
possible. Helping people understand, getting the message out. It is more imperative
than ever before that we get the message
out through employers, through churches,
through social groups that it is OK to ask
for help. It doesn’t mean that you did something wrong. It doesn’t mean that you’re a
weak person. It doesn’t mean that you’re
not able to manage your life, and that everyone else is. It simply means that we’re all
human, and we’re all in this together.

